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TEST 1
VOCABULARY

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. Parties are a wonderful opportunity to gather 
and celebrate special ---- with friends and family.

A)   affections   B)   disasters
C)   separations  D)   occasions
  E)   wrinkles

2. Lithuania was a powerful state during the middle 
age and its ---- stretched from the Baltic Sea to 
the Black Sea.

A)   territory   B)   absence
C)   encouragement  D)   boredom
  E)   admission

3. Because HIV affects the immune system and the 
body’s ---- to disease, people with the illness are 
more vulnerable to germs.

A)   worship   B)   entertainment
C)   discrimination  D)   resistance
  E)   astonishment

4. Cats ---- know when someone is lonely, sad, or 
upset, and respond in their own way which lifts 
our mood.

A)   instinctively  B)   scornfully
C)   comparatively  D)   mournfully
  E)   humiliatingly

5. Prize of 40,000 euros was divided ---- among 
three composers who were prized for distinctive 
compositions.

A)   criminally  B)   equally
C)   selfishly   D)   frighteningly 
  E)   environmentally

6. Earning money helps children become 
 ---- independent and broadens the economic 

choices they need to make.

A)   financially  B)   criminally
C)   mercifully  D)   offensively
  E)   regrettably

7. When disciplining a student for wrongdoing, the 
instructor should be ---- not to under-punish or 
over-punish.

A)   hostile   B)   aimless
C)   careful   D)   selfish
  E)   competent

8. Contrary to what most people believe, you do 
not need to sit cross legged on the floor to 
meditate as long as you are ----.

A)   generous  B)   hospitable
C)   comfortable  D)   artificial
  E)   offensive
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9. After the car accident, she couldn’t attend the 
school for a long time that’s why it is very hard 
for her to ---- the lessons.

A)   die out   B)   pop in 
C)   fall into   D)   figure out
  E)   catch up with 

10. After the research made during the 1980s, it 
was sadly found out that one in five women 
experienced ---- by their employers.

A)   generosity  B)   anonymity
C)   harassment    D)   declaration 
  E)   obscurity 

11. After the new legislation, her sentence was 
 ---- from death to life imprisonment, which was 

regarded as unfair by some people.

A)   introduced  B)   confronted 
C)   extinguished  D)   commuted 
  E)   invaded

12. Ever since the chain-restaurants were 
introduced, the managers losing their popularity 
have been gradually ----.

A)   interpreted  B)   neglected 
C)   vibrated   D)   hesitated
  E)   mortgaged

13. When Joshua eventually lost his temper, he 
uttered ---- words while talking to his manager, 
thinking that he was fired unfairly.

A)   orderly   B)   literary
C)   abusive   D)   portable
  E)   tolerant

14. Cats are considered ---- animals in the sense 
that they show aggression when their owners 
cares other cats.

A)   fertile   B)   envious 
C)   vague     D)   fabulous
  E)   dense 

15. After the teacher announced the exam results, 
he ---- to explain why a lot of students failed and 
when they would take the make-up exam.

A)   kept away  B)   cut down 
C)   went on   D)   ran out 
  E)   handed in 

16. If they have all the students sign the ----, they 
can gain the rights they have been demanding 
for the last two months.

A)   surface   B)   notion
C)   rivalry   D)   conquest 
  E)   petition 
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1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. It must be rough to have ---- to live with two kids 
who are still going to school. As her friends, we 
should try to help her out as much as we can by 
lending her some money.

A)   anyone  B)   everywhere
C)   somebody  D)   nowhere
  E)   nothing

2. The children went into the house to meet ---- 
grandmother since they missed ---- a lot during 
the summer holiday. She brought them the pie 
they like.

A)   them / her  B)   they / hers
C)   their / her  D)   theirs / she
  E)   her / them

3. He ---- her a diamond ring on their wedding 
anniversary but he ---- the ring at home, so he 
couldn’t give it to her during the dinner. They 
both laughed at the situation.

A)   is buying / forgets
B)   bought / forgot
C)   was buying / was forgetting 
D)   had bought / will forget
E)   bought / has forgotten 

4. If you ---- frequently, find an agency that ---- one 
foreign currency directly into another. This will 
save you a lot of time in need of an emergency.

A)   have travelled / changed
B)   were traveling / had changed
C)   would travel / was changing
D)   had travelled / has been changing
E)   travel / will change 

5. They ---- most of the prisoners who escaped 
prison last week but there are still a lot of them 
who are walking around free. A lot of people are 
scared.

A)   are capturing
B)   capture
C)   captured
D)   will capture
E)   had captured

6. Everyone liked the idea of surprising their 
mother when she returned, so they returned to 
---- rooms and cleaned up. She was very happy 
to see the house very tidy.

A)   theirs
B)   of themselves
C)   they
D)   by them
E)   their 

7. After ---- lengthy conversation, Sue and her 
husband decided that it was the better choice to 
sell ---- car and buy a new house instead. They 
were going to have a baby, so they needed a 
bigger one.

A)   it / its
B)   their / their
C)   our / it
D)   its / it’s
E)   us / we

8. The police ---- the farm and the surrounding area 
but so far they ---- nothing. The stolen goods 
must be taken to somewhere else.

A)   searched / find
B)   have searched / have found
C)   had searched / are finding
D)   would have searched / will have found
E)   were searching / will find

TEST 1
GRAMMAR
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9. I wish you hadn’t sent ---- across the post office 
---- because that road is dangerous for a small 
child. Don’t do that without asking me next time.

A)   him / on his own  B)   on his own / him
C)   his / by himself  D)   he / on his own
  E)   him / of his own 

10. Two buildings were destroyed completely and 
many ---- were damaged during the earthquake. 
People are trying to send help as much as they 
can.

A)   the others  B)   another
C)   others  D)   other
  E)   the other

11. The boss ---- that she would do something about 
it if our results ---- and that we should take it 
more seriously than before.

A)   will say / aren’t improved
B)   said / didn’t improve
C)   wasn’t saying / haven’t improved
D)   wouldn’t say / won’t improve
E)   say / don’t improve

12. Washing ---- hands before a meal is of great 
importance both health and respect wise. People 
eat with their hands in some cultures, which is 
not very healthy.

A)   that  B)   on its own
C)   those  D)   one’s
  E)   no one

13. By the time I ---- home from the airport, she 
----- to bed for the night. It is going to be a huge 
surprise for her to see me in the middle of the 
night.

A)   will arrive / will be going
B)   am going to arrive / has gone
C)   arrived / will go
D)   have arrived / had gone
E)   arrive / will have gone

14. When the plane arrived, some of the detectives 
were waiting inside the main building while ---- 
were waiting on the airfield to catch the criminal.

A)   others  B)   the other’s
C)   each other  D)   another
  E)   other

15. The police ---- to solve the crime using the 
statements of witnesses and clues that they ----. 
However, they failed to find the murderer.

A)   try / have found
B)   have tried / found
C)   tried / had found
D)   had tried / will find
E)   have tried / are finding

16. A new all-woman market research company ---- 
to find out what women ---- about major news 
and issues in the world.

A)   founded / has been thought
B)   has been founded / think
C)   founds / has thought
D)   was founded / will think
E)   is going to be founded / had thought
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1. - 12. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. There are a number of things that we can do ----.

A) for example, they should stop wasting water 
unnecessarily

B) unless we saved millions of trees in the region 
where we live

C) as far as the unemployment problem was 
concerned

D) if we are determined to help save our planet
E) once we began to recycle our organic waste in 

the kitchen

2. Over 10,000 satellites and space probes have 
been rocketed from earth, ----.

A) if they used meteorological information in 
different regions

B) once they had opportunity to communicate with 
each other

C) that served as transmitters in the sky
D) while we began to utilize those satellites
E) many of which continue to circle the globe

3. If you continue to threaten me about this 
problem, ----.

A) I immediately used to become very aggressive 
but now I don’t

B) I could have called the police without any 
hesitation

C) I will have to seek legal advice
D) no one but you might have changed my mind 

on the subject
E) I don’t understand why you are obliged to do 

everything by yourself

4. ----, golf carts offer a number of specialized 
safety and comfort features. 

A) When they come across a skilled golfer in the 
field

B) Designed to meet golfers’ needs
C) Only if the golf course was easily available
D) For those who had a special interest in golf or 

similar sports
E) Whatever they did to prevent his success in 

golf

5. Satellites help us to learn more about global 
climate change and to predict ----.

A) what will happen in the future
B) that humans might have caused it with 

dangerous activities
C) where there is no safe water available
D) whose name has been carved on it and why it 

has been done
E) between what they say and what they do

6. By the time the driver realised what was 
happening, ----.

A) there are numerous accidents due to heavy 
snow 

B) it will surely be too late for him
C) the thieves will have stolen the car from the 

garage
D) he has already run over the cat crossing the 

street
E) the bus had already got out of control and 

fallen into the ditch

TEST 1
CÜMLE TAMAMLAMA
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7. The girl begged for forgiveness for being late to 
work ----.

A) as she noticed how angry the boss was with 
her

B) but colleagues weren’t there in the office
C) because she knows it is useless as she always  

repeats the same thing
D) as soon as she has heard about the bad news
E) while she is riding in her car back home after a 

tiring day

8. Only by improving your knowledge of 
vocabulary ----.

A) I did unexpectedly well on the exam but I can’t 
do the same thing again

B) one can have a good command of English
C) I will also improve my knowledge of grammar 

and reading skills
D) whether you have to assess yourself
E) can you be successful on the test

9. By the time I got back to the hotel to eat and 
change ----.

A) it had been almost five hours since I had gone 
out

B) I had to drive my parents to the airport as they 
were late

C) I have been too exhausted to do anything, so I 
need to have a rest

D) it has been the happiest day I have ever had 
with my children

E) I will have seen all the historical places in the 
city

10. Teaching and learning has been the main 
activity for universities ----.

A) by the time they get renovated
B) as soon as they were founded so as to 

increase the level of education system
C) when we began to look seriously at teaching
D) ever since they have existed
E) after they have changed their policy about 

student exchange programme

11. If you had collected some wood for the campfire 
before dusk, ----.

A) you couldn’t have cooked the steaks and we 
would have died of hunger

B) it will burn with the first match
C) you have to rub two pieces of wood together
D) you wouldn’t be feeling so cold now
E) it may not have been possible to light a fire as 

they were wet

12. After you decide to enter the Japanese market, 
----.

A) you had to find a better way to control your 
business

B) there were some problems with the initial 
design

C) you have found many ways to promote your 
products

D) you also saw that the Japanese are very 
disciplined

E) you will realise that success will take some time

C Ü M L E  TA M A M L A M A  -  T E S T  2
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C L O Z E  T E S T

1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

3

An underdeveloped country is a country that is not as 
advanced as other countries (1) ---- its economy and 
politics. These countries are (2) ---- found in Africa, Asia, 
Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and Latin and South 
America. They are (3) ---- called developing countries, 
less-developed countries, or Third World countries. The 
term used to describe these countries (4) ---- over time. 
(5) ----, they all refer to the same group of countries 
that need help to improve their economic and political 
situation.

1.
A)   instead of  B)   despite
C)   in terms of D)   by means of
  E)   on behalf of

2.
A)   mostly  B)   dimly
C)   likely  D)   rarely
  E)   hardly

3.
A)   as well  B)   also
C)   such  D)   too
  E)   nor

4.
A)   changed  B)   was changing
C)   is changed D)   was changed
  E)   has changed

5.
A)   However  B)   So
C)   Accordingly D)   For example
  E)   Thereby  

1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

4

Confucius was an important Chinese educator and 
philosopher. His original name was Kong Qiu or 
Zhong Ni. (1) ---- a child, he was eager to learn about 
everything, and was very interested in rituals. (2) ---- he 
grew up in extreme poverty, it did not stop his curiosity 
from growing. He was a very dedicated student, (3) ---- in 
his teenage years. It is not known how he received his 
formal education, (4) ---- he mastered many subject of 
the arts. Once he grew up, he (5) ---- as a state official 
who handled farms and cattle. Then he became a 
teacher.

1.
A)   As  B)   So
C)   For  D)   Such
  E)   Like

2.
A)   Unless  B)   If
C)   When  D)   Although
  E)   Because

3.
A)   necessarily B)   gradually
C)   clumsily  D)   relatively
  E)   especially

4.
A)   so  B)   as
C)   also  D)   thus
  E)   but

5.
A)   had worked B)   was working
C)   worked  D)   has been 

working
  E)   has worked
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C L O Z E  T E S T

1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

15

Large tropical rivers (1) ---- the Indus, Ganges, 
Mississippi, and the Amazon carry huge amounts of 
sediment down to the sea. The Nile, perhaps the world’s 
longest river, carries much less sediment than the others 
(2) ---- it runs through less fertile regions than the other 
great rivers. The Amazon has (3) ---- far the largest 
waterflow, with an average discharge greater than the 
next seven largest rivers combined. It has the largest 
drainage basin in the world, (4) ---- 7,050,000 square 
kilometres. The Amazon (5) ---- to account for about one-
fifth of the world’s total river flow.

1.
A)   such  B)   like
C)   as well  D)   as
  E)   so

2.
A)   because  B)   besides
C)   much as  D)   while
  E)   though

3.
A)   in  B)   on
C)   by  D)   as
  E)   to

4.
A)   horizontally B)   necessarily
C)   temporarily D)   ordinarily
  E)   approximately

5.
A)   knew  B)   has known
C)   was known D)   is known
  E)   knows

1. - 5. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen 
sözcük veya ifadeyi bulunuz.

16

Narcissism is extreme self-involvement to the degree 
that it makes a person (1) ---- the needs of those around 
them. While everyone may show occasional narcissistic 
behaviour, true narcissists frequently (2) ---- others or 
their feelings. They also do not understand the effect 
that their behaviour has (3) ---- other people. Not every 
narcissist has narcissistic personality disorder (NPD), 
(4) ---- narcissism is a spectrum. People who are at the 
highest end of the spectrum are those that are classified 
(5) ---- NPD, but others, still with narcissistic traits, may 
fall on the lower end of the narcissistic spectrum.

1.
A)   to ignore  B)   ignored
C)   ignoring  D)   ignores
  E)   ignore

2.
A)   disobey  B)   disprove
C)   disregard  D)   discriminate
  E)   distinguish

3.
A)   to  B)   on
C)   with  D)   for
  E)   in

4.
A)   since  B)   yet
C)   though  D)   so
  E)   due to

5.
A)   like  B)   such
C)   as  D)   so
  E)   also


